Code of conduct and behaviour for members
Code of Conduct: The club rules apply in regards to Alcohol,
Smoking, Drugs and behaviour. In extreme or persistent cases
members may be sent home or have memberships revoked with the loss of
subscription. All members will be reminded and briefed about these rules at the start
of each season.
Unacceptable Behaviour:
Club members are required to follow coaching instructions and to accept the
direction session coaches club volunteers at all times. These requirements are
essential to permit the club to function and perform its duty of care for its members.
The following are considered examples of serious misbehaviour and may lead to
sanction:
1. Refusal to follow coaching instructions or accept the direction of club
volunteers.
2. Any form of Abusive behaviour to coaches or officials
3. Lying that obstructs coaches/Volunteers from doing their role.
4. Any acts of violence or incitement to violence.
5. Any acts of abuse or incitement to abuse on grounds of race, gender, religion,
sexuality or age.
6. Dangerous behaviour likely to endanger the health, safety or well-being of
any member of the team/club.
7. Bullying, intimidatory or harassing behaviour.
8. Possession of or dealing in, or personal use of, illegal substances of all types.
9. Possession or use of an offensive weapon, replica weapon or any article
deemed to be offensive and dangerous.
10. Smoking is strictly forbidden.
11. Any form of vandalism or incitement to vandalism of facilities
12. Theft.
13. Bringing the Cambridge Cats Basketball into disrepute for any reason
including reasons associated with drugs, dangerous substances, and alcohol
or smoking, whether or players are is the care of the School at the time.
We expect all members of Cambridge Cats Basketball to exercise good
judgement in their friendships, as in other areas of club life. We do not expect
to find club members in compromising circumstances that could lead to
misunderstanding. In the most extreme cases, this could lead to the players
being sent home.
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